
MEET OUR SPEAKERS

Christine Phan (she/her/hers) is the field and
programs associate at APIAVote (Asian Pacific
Islander American Vote). In her day to day work,
she works with local community partners to
implement voter contact and education programs,
manages APIAVote’s voter protection hotline, and
collaborates with research groups and national
AAPI coalitions to develop more civic engagement
strategies.

Christine Phan 

Christine grew up in University Place, Washington and studied computer

science and urban studies at Stanford University (2019) and is the

Ambassador Coordinator for the 2020 Project, a project that works to

register AAPIs to vote. In her spare time, she explores the

intersection of art and advocacy through dance and writing about

Vietnamese American identity.
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Cheryl Hori is the founder and chief strategist
of the award-winning Pacific Campaign House, a
full-service digital firm for Democratic
candidates and advocacy non-profits.  Over the
last two cycles, Pacific Campaign House has
pioneered digital data-driven initiatives to
increase AAPI, LatinX, and African American
cultural competency for Democrats. 

Cheryl Hori

Cheryl has trained hundreds of political activists, community leaders,

and candidates in 15 states across the country. And in 2020, Cheryl

was named one of the National Association of Asian Pacifics in

Politics & Public Affairs top 40 under 40 Political Strategists.  In

2016, Cheryl was the Deputy Digital Director for Priorities USA

Action, the pro-Hillary Clinton Super PAC. At Priorities USA, with a

budget of $42 million spread across 4,800 pieces of digital creative,

she managed creative teams in the largest political digital program in

electoral history. Cheryl is also a regular speaker at political and

non-profit conferences as well as a frequent contributing writer to

Campaigns and Elections, the preeminent “how-to” journal of politics,

focused on the tools, tactics and techniques of the political

consulting profession.
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Ameer serves as Director of Data & Analytics
where he oversees our targeting and testing
efforts. Ameer focuses much of his time on
designing experiments to increase voter
registration and turnout rates, and eventually
measuring their outcomes. 

Ameer Patel

Prior to Voto Latino, Ameer headed data and analytics efforts for

various environmental groups building coalition-wide data programs and

infrastructure. Before that he spent time working at Catalist, GMMB,

and is a proud alumni of Senator Kay Hagan’s 2014 campaign and

President Obama’s 2012 reelection campaign. When not in the office,

Ameer enjoys cooking, reading lesser known biographies, discovering

eclectic music, and dragging his four younger siblings on hikes.
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SuYoung Yun (they/them) is a queer-trans
Korean-American activist born and raised in the
Pacific Northwest. 

SuYoung Yun

They started their organizing work as a Rainier Valley Corps fellow

and are passionate about empowering the QTPOC (queer and trans people

of color) community to become leaders, applying the spiritual

principles of Buddhism to their daily life, and utilizing their

intersectional identities for collective liberation. They work as a

program manager at APACE to civically empower the Asian and Pacific

Islander community.


